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1. Introduction. In a previous paperf in these Transactions the author

studied the singularities of functions defined by integrals of the form

(1.1) /(*) =   f e—da(f),

considering such an integral as a generalization of a Taylor series. All de-

velopments of that paper were on the assumption that f(x) permitted of the

integral representation (1.1). We wish to study here conditions on/(x), both

necessary and sufficient, for the validity of such representation. Following the

analogy of Taylor's series we might at first be tempted to suppose that the

analyticity of f(x) in a half-plane, the region of convergence of an integral

(1.1), would be the condition required. That this is not the case we see at once

by recalling that such a function as sin x, analytic in the entire plane, admits

of no représentation:]: of the form (1.1).

We are led, however, to a correct conjecture by considering our problem

as the analogue of the moment problem of F. Hausdorff.§ This is the problem

of determining a function x(x) bounded and non-decreasing in the interval

0^x^ 1 and such that

M*=   f  x"dx(x) (k = 0,1,2,-■■).
Jo

Hausdorff has shown that the problem has a solution if and only if the se-

quence po, Px, m2, • • • is completely monotonie ("total monotone"). That is,

the differences

(-   l)nA"Mm = Pm - (        jPm+X + (        J Mm+2 -••' + (-   l)B/tm+»

* Presented to the Society, December 30, 1930; received by the editors December 11, 1931.

t D. V. Widder, A generalization of Dirichlet's series and of Laplace's integrals by means of a

Slieltjes integral, these Transactions, vol. 31 (1929), p. 694.

Î This follows at once from a result of M. Lerch, Sur un point de la théorie des fonctions généra-

trices d'Abel, Acta Mathematica, vol. 27 (1903), p. 339.

§ Felix Hausdorff, Momentprobleme für ein endliches Intervall, Mathematische Zeitschrift, vol. 16

(1923), p. 220.
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satisfy the inequalities

(- l)»A»pm ̂  0 (« = 0, 1, 2, • ■ • ; m = 0, 1, 2, • • • ).

If we generalize this moment problem by allowing k to run through a con-

tinuous set of values, we are led to the integral equation

p(y) =   I   x"dx(x)

for the determination of a non-decreasing function x0*0- If we set x = e~', this

equation becomes

n(y) = f e-y*da(t),
Jo

where
«W = -x(e-<).

If a(t) is a non-decreasing function of /, then x(#) will be a non-decreasing

function of x, so that we are now required to solve an integral equation of

type (1.1) for a non-decreasing function a(t). From Hausdorff's results we

should be led to conjecture that the equation has a solution of the type de-

sired if and only if f(x) has derivatives of all orders satisfying the inequalities

(-i)"r/(^o (« = o, i,2,•••),
dx"

and this is in fact the case. This fact was first proved by S. Bernstein* in 1929.

The present paper begins with a proof of this theorem following methods

quite different from those of Bernstein. The more general problem of de-

termining a solution of (1.1) which is merely of bounded variation is then

attacked. A necessary and sufficient condition on f(x) to guarantee the ex-

istence of a function a(t) of bounded variation and making the integral ab-

solutely convergent is then obtained. The corresponding problem for an in-

tegral of the form

f(x) =   f e-xtd>(t)dt
Jo

is then treated. It is found that this equation has a solution (f>(t) which is

bounded and integrable if and only if

| fn)(x) | á Kn\/(x - c)"+1 (x > c),

where K is some constant.

* Serge Bernstein, Sur les fonctions absolument monotones, Acta Mathematica, vol. 52 (1929),

p. 1. The author had completed the proof of this theorem a few months after the publication of Bern-

stein's paper without being aware of its existence.
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We are then able to solve a problem of considerable importance in the

theory of Dirichlet's series. We obtain conditions on f(x) in order that the

integral equation (1.1) may have a step-function solution. We thus obtain a

necessary and sufficient condition for the representation of f(x) in a Dirichlet

series.*

We then investigate the representation of a function/(x) by an integral of

the form

(1.2) f(x) -   f  ex<da(t)
Jo

with a(t) a bounded non-decreasing function, and find that a necessary and

sufficient condition for such representation is that the sequence of deriva-

tives of f(x) at a point x0,

/(*o),/'(x0),/"(xo), •••,

should be completely monotonie. We then inquire what properties a sequence

«o, ax, a2, ■ • • must have in order that there may exist a completely monoto-

nie function f(x) satisfying the equations

/(«) = a„ (« = 0, 1, 2, • • • ),

and find that it is necessary for the sequence to be completely monotonie. A

slight change in the condition makes it both necessary and sufficient. Combin-

ing this with the previous result we are led to infer that the generalized

derivative of arbitrary order p of f(x),

1 r°°
-JJ!f(x) = —-       t-'fm+»(x - t)dt, [p] = m, p = m + v,

1 (1 — v) Jo

is a completely monotonie function of p for every x if and only if f(x) has the

form (1.2). Here the generalized derivative is defined in a form slightly differ-

ent from that given by Riemann, but it is shown that the form adopted is

equally good as a generalization for the functions under consideration since

it reduces to the ordinary derivative when p is an integer.

Throughout most of the paper functions of the real variable are con-

sidered. In the last section, however, it is shown that this is no essential re-

striction in the case of certain of the theorems, and in particular in the case

of the theorem regarding Dirichlet's series. Slight modifications are made to

make the theorem applicable to functions of the complex variable.

* References to earlier attempts to find such conditions will be found in Mémorial des Sciences

Mathématiques, Fascicule XVII, Théorie Générale des Séries de Dirichlet, by M. G. Valiron, p. 30.

The referee has called the author's attention to the following paper: Th. Kaluza, Entwickelbarkeit von

Funktionen in Dirichlelsche Reihen, Mathematische Zeitschrift, vol. 28 (1928), p. 203.
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2. Completely monotonie functions and sequences. We begin with several

definitions.

Definition 1. A function f(x) is completely monotonie in the interval

c<x<<» if it has derivatives of all orders in this interval and if the inequalities

(- l)»/(n)(*) ^0 (« = 0, 1, 2, • • • )

are satisfied there.

Definition 2. A function f(x) is completely monotonie in the interval

c^x<<x> if it is completely monotonie in the interval c<x<°o and if f(c+0)

=f(c)* oo.

Definition 3. The set of constants p0, px, pi, • ■ ■ form a completely mon-

otonie sequence if

(- 1)»A»m« fe 0 (« = 0, 1, 2, • • ■ ; m = 0, 1, 2, • • • ),

where

(— l)nAnpm = pm — I     Jpm+i + Í     JPm+2 —•■• + (— l)npm+n.

We now prove

Theorem 1. Iff(x) is completely monotonie in the interval c<x< °° , and if

ô is any positive constant, then the set of constants

f(a), f(a + 5), f(a + 2Í), • • • (c < a < »)

forms a completely monotonie sequence.

For, we have Anf(a+mô) =/<n)(£)5n (a+m8<Ç<a+(m+n)ô) by a fa-

miliar result in the theory of finite differences. It follows that

(- î)"Anf(a + mb) è 0.

3. Hankel's determinants whose elements are the terms of a completely

monotonie sequence. First we introduce the abbreviation

(3.1) [f(a),f(a + 5),---,f(a + 2m5)]

f(a) f(a + 5) ■ ■ ■ f(a + mô)

f(a + 8)       f(a + 25) • • ■ f(a + (m + 1)5)

f(a + w5)    f(a + (m + 1)5)   ••■/(« + 2mô)

and then prove
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Theorem 2. If f(x) is completely monotonie in the interval c<x<oo and if

ô is any positive constant, then the Hankel determinants

[/(«), f(a + S), ■ ■ ■ , f(a + 2m5)] (c < a < °o ; m = 0, 1, 2, • • • )

are all positive or zero.

Since the sequence

f(a), f(a + Ô), f(a + 25),- ••

is completely monotonie, there exists* a function x0*0 bounded and non-

decreasing in the interval 0 g x g 1 such that

f(a + «5) =   f  x»dx(x) (» = 0, 1, 2, • • • ).
Jo

Construct the quadratic form

E E/(a + d + J)&)xiXi

= I   E E*i+/*<Mx(*)
Jo     1=0 J=0

=  j (   !>'**) dX(x) è 0.

That this form is never negative follows since x0*0 is non-decreasing and since

the integrand is non-negative. It is known that this implies that the determi-

nants (3.1) are non-negative for m = 0, I, 2, ■ ■ ■ , n.

Theorem 3. If f(x) is completely monotonie in the interval c<x<°o, then

the determinants

(3.2) [}(a), f'(a), ■■■ , /»"»(a)] (c < a < «o ; m - 0, 1, 2, • • • )

are positive or zero.

It is a familiar fact that the determinant (3.1) may be written as

[/(a),A/(a),A2/(a),.--,A2»/(a)].

Divide this determinant by 5m(m+1). By Theorem 2 the quotient is non-nega-

tive for all positive 5. Let 5 approach zero. The limit, which is the determinant

(3.2), must also be positive or zero.

Clearly the result also holds if the constant c is replaced by a constant b

* F. Hausdorff, loc. cit., p. 226.
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greater than c, since if/(x) is completely monotonie in c<x< oo it is also com-

pletely monotonie in b<x< oo.

4. Consequences of the vanishing of certain Hankel determinants. We

begin by stating two Lemmas, the proofs of which may easily be supplied.

Lemma 1. If the quadratic form

n      n

S 2_«*/***íi   aH = a/*>
1=0 3=0

is non-negative for x„ = 1 and for all values of the other variables, x0, X\, • • • ,

x„_i, then it is non-negative for all values of the variables x0, Xi, • • • , x„.

Lemma 2. If the quadratic form

n      n

/ . ¿^aijXiXj, a»-,- = a,*,
<-0  3=0

is non-wegativefor all values of the variables x0, X\, • ■ • , x„, and if a0o = 0, then

aoi=<Zo2=   •   •   •   =fl0n = 0.

By use of these Lemmas we can prove

Theorem 4. Iff(x) is completely monotonie in the interval c<x<<», and if

(4A)[f(a),f'(a), ■ ■ ■ , /«->(«)] > 0     (m - 0, 1, 2, • • • , * - 1), c < a < oo,

= 0 (m = k),
then

[f(a),f'(a), ■ • • , /<*">(a)] =0 (m = k, k + 1, k + 2, • • • ).

Set aij=fii+'">(a). The quadratic form

2, 22 xiXj = I   (   £(*- i)* —)¿x(x)
<=o ,_o      o,T' Jo   \   <=o ô /

is obviously non-negative for every positive value of 5. Allowing 5 to ap-

proach zero we see that the quadratic form

„    „

(4.2) 2Z, £«*y***i
<-0 j-0

is also positive or zero.

Now consider the quadratic form in the variables x0, Xi, x2, • • • , xk-x,

z(k — \<n) whose determinant is
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(4.3)

aoo

aio

001

an

• • ao,*-i

ai,*_i

Eao,x,-
i-k

n

E»ii*;
i-k

ak-i,o        «*-i,i      • • • «i-i.t-i E^t-i.»*»'
»-*

n n n n      n

Ea<o*<   Ea«*< ' ' ' Efl<.*-i*<   E Ea«***i

This form reduces to

n      n

E E*«***/
t-0 J-0

for z = l, so that it is non-negative, by Lemma 1, for all values of the vari-

ables x0, Xi, • • • , Xi_i, z. Hence the determinant (4.3) is positive or zero. Ex-

panding it we obtain

aoo floi      • ' ' ßo,*-i        ßo,-

aio On      • ■ • ai,*_i        ax¡

zZIZ
i-k j=k

flt-i.o    Oi-1,1 • • • fl*-i,*-i    ak—X,i

a<o a«      • • • aj,t_i        a,-,-

*<*,-.

This is itself a quadratic form in the variables xk, xk+i, • • • , x„ which is non-

negative. Denote the coefficient of x<x,- in this form by Di,. Then Dkk = 0 by

hypothesis. Consequently, by Lemma 2,

so that

(4.4)

Dkk  = Dk.k+X  —

Dkk Dk,k+1       •  ■  ■ Dkm

Dk+l,k     Dk+l,k+l •  •   • Dk+l,m

Dmk Dm,k+1 Dn

Dkn   =   0,

= 0 (m - k, k + 1, • • • , «)

since all the elements of the first row vanish. Now apply Sylvester's determi-

nant theorem* to equation (4.4). It becomes

* See, for example, G. Kowalewski, Einführung in die Determinantentheorie, p. 86.
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«oo

aio

I ak.

Since the first factor is different from zero by hypothesis, it follows that the

second factor vanishes for m = k, k + l, k+2, ■ • • , «. Since « is arbitrary the

theorem is proved.

Corollary. Iff(a)=0, the determinants (4.1) vanish for all m.

For, since (4.2) is non-negative, Lemma 1 shows us that aoo = aoi= • • •

= a0„, from which the result follows at once.

The next result to be proved is

Theorem 5. Under the conditions of Theorem 4,/(x) satisfies a linear differ-

ential equation of order k with constant coefficients.

If k = 0, then by the Corollary to Theorem 4 we have/(a) =f'(a) =f"(a)

= • • ■ =0. Since every completely monotonie function is analytic,* it fol-

lows that f(x) = 0. If k > 0, we have seen that

Dkn = 0 (m = k,k + l,- ■ ■).

This shows that the rank of the matrix

f(a)        f'(a)        ■ ../C»>(a)

f'(a)       f"(a)       ■ ■ • /c»+i> (a)

II /(*>(a)    /<*+l>(a) • ■ •/<"+*)(«) II

is k for every value of n^k.]

Hence there exist constants Ka, Kx, ■ ■ ■ , Kk, not all zero, such that

KoFm\a) + Kxfm+l)(a) + ■ ■ ■ + Kkfm+k)(a) =0 (m = 0, 1, 2, • • • ).

That is, the analytic function

Kof(x) + Kxf'(x) + ■■■ + Kkfw(x)

vanishes with all its derivatives at x = a, and is consequently identically zero.

It remains only to show that Kh^0. This follows from the hypothesis that

(4.1) is different from zero when m = k — i. We observe that the differential

equation which f(x) satisfies may be put in the form

* Serge Bernstein, Sur la définition et les propriétés des fonctions analytiques d'une variable réelle,

Mathematische Annalen, vol. 75 (1914), p. 449.

t G. Kowalewski, loc. cit., p. 53, Theorem 18.

ûoi

an

ao,*-i

0i,*-i
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.in       (ît-i i  '  *  • flfc_i  fc_i

aoo     doi

öio      an

00»

ai«
= 0.

fl«,n       fl™i   •   •   •  CL_
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(4.5)

f(x) f(x)

f(a) f(a)

f(a) f'(a)

/(*>(*)

/<»(«)
f(k+»(a) = 0.

/<*-i)(a)   /<*>(a) ■ • -/<"-»(a)

Theorem 6. Under the conditions of Theorem 4,

(4.6)     (- Dm[f(a),f"(a), ■■■ , /«-»(a)] > 0     (m = 1, 2, 3, • k -1).

Since the function —f(x) is itself a completely monotonie function, the

determinant (4.6) is clearly non-negative for all positive integers m by Theo-

rem 3. Moreover, if (4.6) vanished for m<k — 1, it would also vanish for

m = k — 1 by Theorem 4. Consequently, we have only to show that (4.6) is not

zero for m = k — 1. If it were zero, we should have, as in Theorem 5, that the

rank of the matrix

/'(<*)

f"(a)

f"(a)

f"(a)

/<»>(«)
fn+l>(a)

/(*-D(ff)   /<*>(a) • • -/("+*-2)(a)

would be at most k — 2. That is, the determinant (4.1) would vanish for

m = k — l contrary to assumption. That (4.6) may vanish for m = k is seen by

taking f(x) = l+er*, a = 0, k = 2. That it need not vanish may be seen by

taking f(x)=e-x+e~2x, a = 0,k = 2.

Theorem 7. Under the conditions of Theorem 4

/(*) = cie~XlX + c2e~M + • • • + cke~Hx,

0 < Xi < X2 < • ■ • < Xt,  d > 0 (i = 1, 2, • • • , k).

To prove that/(x) has the form (4.7) we must show that the roots of the

algebraic equation

1 z • • • 2*

(4.8)

/(«) /'(«) fk)(a)

f"-V(a)   f»(a) • • ■ f2k~»(a)

0

associated with (4.5) are real, distinct and non-negative. To do this we appeal

to the theory of continued fractions. If (4.6) is different from zero for m = k,

then the left-hand side of (4.8) divided by the determinant (4.6) for m = k is,
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except for sign, the denominator of the reduced form of the continued frac-

tion

1

aiz + 1

a2 + 1

a3z + 1

1

a2k-xz + 1

a2k

where

Ao - 1, Bo - 1, An = [f(a), f'(a), ■ ■ • ,/«-«(«)],

Bn - (- lW/'(a),/"(a), • • • ,/<*-»(«)],   a2B = -^-,     <*2„+i = -^— ■
ßnBn-X AnAn+X

The rational function of z which this continued fraction represents is defined

in the neighborhood of infinity by the series

f(a)      f'(a)      f"(a)
u(z) =-+ —— + —— + • • • .

z z2 z3

By Theorem 6 we see that the Bn are all positive, and the A „ are all positive

by hypothesis, so that the a„ are all positive. Under these conditions the roots

of (4.8) are known to be distinct and positive.* The left-hand side of (4.8) is

the function Q2„(z) of Stieltjes defined on page 426 of the article cited.

If (4.6) is zero for m = k, then the continued fraction development of u(z)

is the same as above except that it stops with the term a2t_iz. The denomina-

tor of the expanded form is now

f(a) f'(a)       ../<«-"(«)

f'(a) f"(a)   .../<*>(a)

/<*-»(a)   /(*>(a) • • ■ pk-v(a) I

and this is also known to have distinct zeros which are all positive except one

which is zero.f It is not difficult to identify the zeros of this function with the

roots of equation (4.8). For, since we are assuming that (4.6) vanishes for

* T. J. Stieltjes, Collected Works, p. 411, and p. 426.

t T. J. Stieltjes, loc. cit., p. 411, and p. 427.

• • z"

(4.9)
f'(a) f"(a)   •••/<»(«)

/-(*-!) (a)   fCHa) ■ ■ ■ f<-2"-2Ha)
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m = k and not for m = k — 1, we know that constants Lx, L2,

such that

Zfc_i exist

Lxf(a) + L2f"(a) + ■■■+ Lk-Xfk-»(a) + fk)(a) = 0,

(4.10) ¿i/"(a) + L2f"(a) + ■■■+ Lkfk)(a) + /<*+1>(a) = 0,

Lxf»(a) + L2fk+»(a) H-+Lkf2k'2)(o) +/(2*-1)(a) = 0.

Expanding the determinant (4.8) according to the elements of the first column

we have

E(- mu-»(a)
;=i

z

f'(a) f'(a) /(«(a)

f'~l)(a)   f»(a)    ■ ■ ■f'+k-»(a)

fi+»(a)   fi+»(o) • ■ ■ fi+»(a)

/<*>(a)      /(*+»(a) . • ./«»-«(a)

Substitute the values of/<*)(a),/(*+1'(a), • • • ,/C2*_1)(<*), obtained from equa-

tions (4.10), in the last row of this determinant. Equation (4.8) thus becomes

(4.11)    [E^/('-1)(a)+/(i-1)(a)]

z

f(a)

zl

f"(a)

zK

f»(a)

fk~»(a)   fk\a) ■ ■ ■ /<2*"2>(a)

The first factor can not vanish for its vanishing (together with equations

(4.10)) would imply that (4.1) would vanish for m = k — 1 contrary to as-

sumption. Hence the roots of (4.9) are the same as those of (4.11).

It remains only to show that c<>0. We have seen that

Jo
'da(t)

where a(t) is a step-functidh with a finite number of jumps. We wish to show

that these jumps are all positive. Let R be a number so large that the points

of discontinuity of a(t) are all to the left of the point t = R. Then if z is a fixed

number for which I z\ >R the series
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is uniformly convergent in the interval 0 ^ / g R, so that we have

J»oo g— at                          1       /*°°                                   1       /* °° 1       /*°°
-da(t) = —  I   e-"da(t)-I   e-attda(t) + — |    e-att2da(t) - ■ ■ ■

o z-\-t               z Jo                       z2 Jo                        z3 Jo

f(a) ^f'(a)      f"(a)
=-+ —— -\-— H-= u(z).

z zl z6

We thus have the partial fraction development of u(z) :

cxe~ax\       de-ax* CkCaxh

«(z)=—-+ -_—+... + _—.
Z + Xi Z + X2 Z + Xi

But the coefficients of this development are known to be positive,* so that

the d are all positive. The theorem is thus completely established.

5. The function a(t) a monotonie function. We are now in a position to

prove

Theorem 8. A necessary and sufficient condition that f(x) should be com-

pletely monotonie in the interval c <x < oo is that

(5.1) /(*) =   f  e-x'da(t),
Jo

where a(t) is a non-decreasing function of such a nature that the integral con-

verges for x>c.

The sufficiency of the condition is obvious sincef

/(n)(x) = (- l)n I   e-xttnda(t),     x > c     (n = 0,1,2, • • •).
Jo

To prove the necessity of the condition we appeal to Theorem 7 and to a

result of H. Hamburger^ If one of the determinants (4.1) is zero, then/(x)

has the form (5.1), a(t) being a step-function with a finite number of positive

jumps. If none of these determinants vanishes, then the determinants (4.6)

are positive for all m, and we are in a position to apply Hamburger's Theo-

rem. § The function/(x) is thus seen to have the integral expression (5.1).

We note that if a(t) is to be a non-increasing function it is necessary and

sufficient that — f(x) should be completely monotonie.

* T. J. Stieltjes, loc. cit., p. 413.

t D. V. Widder, loc. cit., p. 702.

% H. Hamburger, Bemerkungen zu einer Fragestellung des Herrn Pùlya, Mathematische Zeit-

schrift, vol. 7 (1920), p. 304.
§ We must actually apply the theorem to/(—x), but the modifications necessary are obvious.
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6. The function a(t) of bounded variation. We prove the following theo-

rem:

Theorem 9. A necessary and sufficient condition thatf(x) can be expressed as

(6.1) f(x) =   f  er«da(t),
Jo

with a(t) of bounded variation in every finite interval and the integral absolutely

convergent for x>c, is thatf(x) should be the difference of two functions that are

completely monotonie in the interval c <x < «5.

We prove first the necessity of the condition. Suppose/(x) has the form

(6.1). We may suppose without loss of generality that a(0) =0. Since a(t) is

of bounded variation in the interval O^t^R there exist two non-decreasing

functions P(t) and N(t) such that

a(R) = P(R)-N(R),

u(R) = P(R) + N(R).

Here u(R) is the total variation of a(t) in the interval O^t^R. In this way

we see that

f(x) = lim T  f    e~*'dP(t) -   f  e~*'dN(t) \ .
ä=»I_Jo Jo J

Since the integral (6.1) is known to converge absolutely, the limit

\    e~xtdu(t) = lim      1   e~xídP(t) +  | e~xtdN(t)
Jo ä=» L J0 Jo J

exists, so that the integrals

Í*  e-xtdP(t),    f  e-*>dN(t)
Jo Jo

converge for x>c. Hence

f(x) =   I   e~xtdP(t)-   I   e~xtdN(t).
Jo Jo

An application of Theorem 8 now establishes the necessity of the condition.

We turn now to the sufficiency. First suppose that c^O. By virtue of

Theorem 8

f(x) =   f e-xtdP(t) -   f e-*',
Jo J 0

dN(t),
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where P(t) and N(t) are non-decreasing functions, vanishing at the origin, of

such a nature that the integrals converge for x>c. For any such value of x,

constants K and e exist such that*

(6.2) P(t) < Ke"-x-'\     N(t) < Ke'l*-*>       (0 è t < <x> ; c < x - e < x).

Consequently

j    e~xtdP(t) = x I   e-xtP(t)dt,
Jo Jo

/»CO rt oo

I   e~xidN(t) = x j   e~xtN(t)dt,
Jo Jo

the integrals on the right-hand side converging for x>c. Now if a(t) =P(t)

— N(t), the integral fôe~xtda(t) converges absolutely if x>c. For, the total

variation u(t) of a(t) clearly satisfies the inequality

(6.3) u(t) g P(t) + N(t).

This inequality shows that the integral /„ e~xtu(t)dt converges, and hence that

/»CO *% 00

(6.4) I    e-xtdu(t) = lim u(R)e~xB + x I    e~xtu(t)dt.
Jo R=" Jo

By virtue of the inequalities (6.2) and (6.3) we see that the indicated limit

in (6.4) exists and is zero, so that (6.1) converges absolutely for x>c.

The case in which c<0 may be reduced to the case just treated by the

change of variable x—c=y.

We shall next seek to determine a more convenient condition to replace

that of Theorem 9. First we shall obtain certain necessary conditions.

Theorem 10. If the integral

f(x) =   f  e—da(t), «(0) = 0,
Jo

converges absolutely for x>c, then

limf(x) =a(0+),
1=00

lim/<*>f» = 0 (k - 1,2, 3, •• •)•
X—CO

In consideration of Theorem 9 it is sufficient to suppose that/(x) is com-

pletely monotonie for x > c. Since f(x) is a positive decreasing function it

* D. V. Widder, loc. cit., p. 703, Lemma 2.
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tends to a limit as x becomes infinite. The same is true of every derivative of

f(x) since (— l)kf-k)(x) is itself a completely monotonie function. But the

limit is zero if k ^ 1. For, suppose

Then

whence

lim (- l)kf»(x) = B > 0.

f    (- l)kf»(x)dx > B(R - c - 5), 5 > 0,
Jc+3

lim (- 1)*[/<*-»(£) - f"-»(c + 5)] = oo,

contrary to the fact just proved that/(*_1)(x) approaches a finite limit as x

becomes infinite.

If we define a function ß(t) by the equations

,3(0) = 0,

18(0 « o(0 +), t > 0,

it remains only to show that

lim    f  e~"d[a(t) - ß(t)] = 0.
*=«   Jo

The positive function y(t)=a(t)—ß(t) is continuous at f = 0. If e is an arbi-

trary positive constant, we can find a number S so small that

e~xta

Jo
'¿7(0 < 7(5) < «/2, x ^ 0.

Then we can choose x so large that

f  <r*<¿7(0 = e~xS f e-*'dy(t + 5) < e/2.
Jt Jo

The latter choice is clearly possible since the integral involving y(t+5) ap-

proaches a finite limit,* and e~xS approaches 0 as x becomes infinite.

Theorem 11. Under the conditions of Theorem 10, there exists a constant Mt

independent of x and of n, but dependent on 5, such that

C \f»+»(t)\dt<Mt    (5>0;x^ c + Ô, n = 0, 1, 2, • • •).
Jc+i n\

* Since y(t+S) is monotonie, this follows from the first part of the proof of the present theorem.
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By Theorem 9 we have

/»CO n oO *% oo

/(*) =    I    e-xtda(t) =   I      e~xtdP(t) -   I    e~xldN(t),
Jo Jo Jo

whence

y»» «CO

/(»+»(*) = (-l)»+i  I      e-xitn+ldP(t) - (- l)"+x  I    e~xttn+idN(t)
Jo Jo

|/(n+1)(x)| g    f  e-xttn+ldy(t),
Jo

where

7(¿) =P(*)+ #(*)•

Then

/•*  (-V —c —5)B. . f° rx        (y-c — 5)n
I--\f(n+l)(y)\dy^ tn+1dy(t)        e-y'—--dy.

Jc+s «! Jo Jc+s «!

The interchange of the order of integration which we have effected here is

permissible since the integral /„ e~xttn+ldy(t) is uniformly convergent* in the

interval c+8^x< oo.

The inequality is only strengthened if we replace the upper limit x of the

last integral in the above inequality by oo. Thus

rx   (I — c - ô)n. . f* rw e~xt(x — c - 5)"
--|/(n+1)(0| dt<   I     t»+ldy(t)   I--dx

Jc+s «! Jo Jc+t »!

=    I     tn+1dy(t)e-'^+^  J    -dx=   I    e-'b+»dy(t) = M¡.
Jo Jo       «! Jo

This completes the proof.

We shall now show that the necessary condition established in Theorem

11 is also sufficient, and thus prove

Theorem 12. A necessary and sufficient condition thatf(x) can be expressed

as

(6.5) f(x) =   f  e~xtda(t)
Jo

with the integral absolutely convergent for x>c and a(t) of bounded variation in

every finite interval is that

* D. V. Widder, loe. cit., p. 701.
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(a) f(x) has derivatives of all orders for x>c,

(b) a constant M¡ exists independent of x and of « but dependent on 5 such

that

f -- I /(»+!>(0 | dt < Mt   (5 > 0; x ^ c + 5; » = 0, 1, 2, • • ■ ).
>c+t «!

In order to prove this theorem we shall make use of three lemmas.

Lemma 1. If the functions c/>o(x), d>x(x), <p2(x), • • • are continuous with their

first derivatives for x^x0 a«¿ if a constant K exists such that

4>n(x) á 0n+i(x) Ú K (x ^ x0; n = 0, 1, 2, • • • ),

0n'+l(s)   Ú 4>n (x),

(hen the given sequence converges uniformly for x^x0.

By hypothesis

0n'+P(x) á <PÚ (x) (p = 1, 2, 3, •• •),

so that

0n+p(O¿^       I      4>n(t)dt (X^   Xo),
10 J *0

0n+j,(x)   - 4>n+p(Xo)   á 0n(x)  - 0n(xo),

<t>n+p(x)   —  <f>n(x)   ^   0n+p(Xo)   -  0„(XO) .

But the sequence <£o(x), 0i(x), 02(x), • • ■ clearly converges for each x since it

is an increasing bounded sequence. Hence to an arbitrary positive e there

corresponds an integer m independent of x for x^x0 such that

d>n+p(x) - <¡>n(x) á e (p = 0, 1, 2, • • • )

when n>m. This proves the lemma.

Lemma 2. If the function \¡/(x) is continuous with its first (k + l) derivatives

for x > c, and if

(_ i)n^(n)(x) ^ o       (x > c; » = 0, 1, 2, • • • , k + 1),

then

xKc + Ô)k\
| xbW(x) | Ú —- (5 > 0,  x> c + b).

(x — c — 5)k

By Taylor's theorem we have
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He + «) - Hx) + t'(x)(c + 5 - x) + • • ■+«/'W(x)(C"M~X)*
kl

rc+s (c + 5 - t)h
+ J--^-H^KOdt      (x^c + 8).

Every term on the right-hand side is positive or zero so that

*<«(*)(e + 5 - *)* g He + à)kl,

from which the desired inequality results immediately.

Lemma 3. Under the conditions of Theorem 12 a constant A exists such that

lim f(x) = A,
X— oo

lim/<»>(x) = 0 (» = 1, 2, 3, • • ■).
*=0O

For, integration by parts gives the equality

r*   (t - c — 5)" (x — c — 5)n

Jo+s «! »!

/•*   (i- c-5)"-1
—,-77—fn)(t)dt     (« = 1, 2, 3, • • ■ ).

Jc+s     (» - 1) !

Hence

, (x - c - 5)n        cz  (* - c — ô)ni i

/<">(*)--r~^^-—- /(n+1)w dt
»! Jc+s »!

nX    U _ f- _ g)»-1

+ —,-777~\fM(t)\dt  (x^c + 8),
Jc+s      (n — 1)1

and by condition (b)
, , 2Af4«!
I fw{x) • á 7-s:     (» = i, 2,3, • • • ).

(x — c — 5)n

This inequality is sufficient to show that/(n)(x) approaches zero as x becomes

infinite (« = 1, 2, 3, • • • ). But

f* f'(t)dt = f(x)-f(c + S).
Jc+S

Hence if x is allowed to become infinite the function f(x) must approach a

limit, since by condition (b) (« = 0) the integral

. ix
'c+S '

converges absolutely.

r f(.*)d*
Jc+S
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We turn now to the proof of the theorem. By Lemma 3 we have

j(x) - a = - r f(t)dt,
j i

or

\dtf(x) - A | á  j   | fit)

provided that the integral converges. We see that it does converge for x >c by

taking « = 0 in (b). More generally,

/»*>   (f_x)n_1 /*c0     (/_x)B

1-J       \f^it)\dtè \f»+»it)\dt.
x     (n — 1)1 J x »!

Both integrals converge for x>c as one sees by again referring to (b). The

inequality is established by first noting that

|/<»>(*) | á  j   \f"+u(t)\dt (x>c)

and then that

J»» ff _ x)n— J                             /*°° (/ _ x)n—1       f"°
~,--7rr\fn)(t)\dtû-'—dt I   \p+»iy)\dy.

x     (n — 1)!                           J x     (n — 1)1      J t

If we interchange the order of integration on the right-hand side of this in-

equality, we obtain (6.6). This is permissible since the integrand is positive

and since the resulting iterated integral is convergent.* If we set

("° (t — x)B.

-r^|/(n+1)(0|¿*,
x n\

we may state our result as follows :

| /(*) - A | á 0o(x) g 0i(x) ^        S 0n(x) g • • • £ M.

The sequence of functions 0o(x), 0i(x), 02(x), • • • has a limit for all x>c

which we shall denote by <p(x). Now the derivative of 0„(x) is

(6.7) <*>„' (x) = -   i*" (t~X)°* | /("+1)(0 i dt.
Jx     (» - 1)!

To justify the differentiation under the integral sign, set

* E. W. Hobson, The Theory of Functions of a Real Variable and the Theory of Fourier's Series,

second edition, vol. 2, p. 346.
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(t> x),

(tèx).

Then

*n(x)   =      j g(x, t)dt.
Jc+S

The functions g(x, t) and (d/dx)g(x, t) are continuous in the region x^c + 5,

i^c+5if«>l, and the integral

dg(x, t)

c+s       dx
(6.8)

Jc+

dt

converges uniformly in the interval x^c+8. For,

d

dx
t(x, t)

(t-c-8)n-\
-l/(n+1)(<)

(» - 1) !

(t- c- «)»

(x ^ c + 5)

/("+»(0|       (<^» + c + 5).

Since

I
(i-c-S)».

«+» »!
/<"+»(»•) | A

converges, the integral (6.8) is uniformly convergent for x^c + 5. Formula

(6.7) also holds if « = 1, as one may see directly by writing

*.(*) =   C t\f"(t)\dt- x f   \f"(t)
%/ x **   X

dt

and differentiating.

In a similar way we have

*,n"(x)   =     f
J X

(t - x)«-2

(« - 2) !
fn+»(t) | dt

and in general

a) f"° (t — x)n~k,
<t>     (X)    =    (-    1)*-'—    /(«+!) W | dt

n Jx     (n(n - k) !

(» è 2),

(* ^ ») -

It follows that

w,
(- 1) **»'(*) 1 0 (* == »).
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Now treating f-m)(x) as we did/(x), we have

/<«>(*) = - J f+»(t)dt (« > 0),

(6.9)     | /m,(x) j á (- íf&'(x) í (- i)"Ä(,)

m    (m)
<   .   . ^ (-1) 0.;;(x) è ■

To show that this sequence has a limit for every x>c we show that it has an

upper limit. Let x0 be an arbitrary point for which x0 > c+5 (5 > 0), By Lemma

2 we have

,w,,i    .    4>(c + b)m\
0m+n(x) |    g

(x - c — 5)'

#(c + 8)m\

(xo- c-5)n
(x ^ Xo).

The right-hand side of this inequality, being independent of «, serves as an

upper limit for the sequence (6.9) for all x^x0. The functions <p„+„(x) of the

sequence satisfy all the conditions of Lemma 1 at least for « ^ 1 (as we see by

replacing m by m+l in the inequalities (6.9)). Consequently, the sequence

0(^(x), 0Í+\(x), <p„+2(x), ■ ■ • converges uniformly, and its limit is the de-

rivative of the limit of the sequence 0£"_o(x), d>{^x\x), <p{Z+i(x), ■ • • . We

see in this way that

lim 4>m+n(x) = d>     (x),

and that

| f(x) -A\è 0(x),

(6.10) ,
| /(n)(x) | â (- 1) "*<">(*) (n = 1, 2, 3, ■ • • ).

We are now in a position to show that f(x) is the difference of two com-

pletely monotonie functions,

/(*) + d>(x) - A     0(x) - f(x) + A
f(x) — A = —-■- •

2 2

The inequalities (6.10) lead at once to the following:
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fix) + 0(x) - A 0(x) - fjx) + A

2 2

fjx) + <¡>'(x) ^ 0'(x) - fjx)

fn)(x) + 0<">(x) </.(»>(«) - /(n)(x)
(_ l)"7 * ^ 0, (- 1)" . è 0,

If A ^ 0 we write

/(*) = |/ +-j - L-5-j,
and if A gO,

r/(x) + 0(x) - ¿"l     |-0(x) -f(x)+A "I

/(*} ■ L-2-J - L-2-A\-

In either case f(x) is obviously the difference of two completely monotonie

functions. An appeal to Theorem 9 completes the proof of the theorem.

Corollary. For f(x) to have the form (6.5) it is sufficient that

(a)  f(x) should have derivatives of all orders,

(b') M should exist independent of x and of « such that

.      MT(n + p)
fM(x)    <  , ./   (* > c;n = 0, 1, 2, • • • )

(x - c)n+p

for some positive constant p.

We have only to show that condition (b') includes condition (b). We can

do this as follows:

---|/<»+1>(x)|¿x =    j      — I /<"+!>(x + c + 5)| ¿X
Jc+s »! Jo    «!

J'00        x"

o  (* + «)*

T(n + p + l)      /•«         x» MT(p)
s-M I   -¿x =

»! Jo  (x + 3)»+p+! 5"

As a simple example take /(x) = 1/x. It satisfies the conditions (a) and

(b') for x>0, and has the expression
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1       rx
— =   I    e~xtdt,
x        Jo

the integral converging for x > 0.

That conditions (a) and (b') are not necessary may be seen by noting that

the function f(x) = 1 does not satisfy them. Yet it may be expressed in the

form (6.5).

7. The function a(t) an integral. Let us next investigate conditions un-

der which a(t) is an integral, that is, under which/(x) has the form

f(x) =   f e-x,4>(t)dt.
Jo

In this connection we prove

Theorem 13. A necessary and sufficient condition thatf(x) can be expressed

in the form

(7.1) f(x) =   f e-x>4>(t)dt
Jo

with cb(t) integrable in every finite interval and satisfying an inequality of the

form

(7.2) | 0(0 | ^ Ke" (Ogfl

is that

Knl
(7.3) /(»>(*)   *--—   (*>c;» = 0, 1,2, • ••).

(x — c)n+1

Obviously the inequality (7.2) implies the absolute convergence of the

integral (7.1) for x>c. The necessity of the condition is at once apparent.

For, if x>c, we have

/<">(x) = (- 1)" f e-xttn<p(t)dt,
Jo

Kn\

x^)"+

Conversely if (7.3) is satisfied, then

fW(x) | g    f   e-xtt"Kectdt =—      J-^     (n = 0, 1, 2, •    • ).
Jo

Knl Knl
- —- < (- 1)"/Cn)(s) ^-,

(x - c)»+1 (x - c)^1

or
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r Knl     "I
(- D» [/<»>(*) + (-1)-^-—j^O,

r x«!   i
(- 1)»   - /(»>(*) + (- 1)»-——-   ^ o.

L (x - c)n+lJ

This shows that the functions K(x — c)~l+f(x) and K(x—c)~l—f(x) are both

completely monotonie in the interval c<x<oo. Hence by Theorem 8, there

exists a non-decreasing function ß(t) such that

K r°°
/(*)+-=        e~x'dß(t),

x — c       Jo

the integral converging for x>c. But

-= if       e-"¿  — ) (x> c),
x — c Jo \c /

so that

f(x) =    f  i-*«da(0,
Jo

where

«(<) = j8(0 - XeeVc

Since a(i) is the difference of two monotonie functions, it is a function of

bounded variation. But

K

x

K rx        fKe« 1
-/(*)=        e-x'd\-a(t)\.
— c Jo L   c J

In this way we see that the functions Kectc-l-\-a(t) and Kectcl —a(t) are both

increasing functions. From this fact it follows that

a(t + 5) - a(t)
- Kgc't+es) ̂  _1-'_-11 g Kecu+es) (0 < 5; 0 < t9 < 1).

5

Allowing 8 to approach zero we obtain

- Ke°l á D+a(t) ¿ Ke",

where D+a(t) denotes the upper derivative of ct(t) on the right. Now D+a(t)

is integrable* since a(t) is of bounded variation and D+a(t) is finite in every

finite interval. Consequently, we may write

* E. W. Hobson, loc. cit., vol. 1, p. 549.
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a(x) =     í    <¡>(t)dt
Jo

where

0(0 = D+a(t), | 0(0 | ^ Ke« (0 g <)•

This completes the proof of the theorem. We point out that condition (7.3)

implies the vanishing of f(x) at infinity. This also follows indirectly from

Theorem 10, since a(t), being an integral, is continuous, and a(0+) =0. We

further call attention to the fact that condition (7.3) implies condition (b) of

Theorem 12. That this should be the case is seen by observing that if f(x)

has the form (7.1) it also has the form (6.5) with a(x) defined as

a(x) Í   d>(t)dt.
Jo

8. Examples. At this point we illustrate Theorem 13 by a few examples.

A. Take/(*) = l/*,a(O=i,0(O = M = O,-K>l. Condition (7.3) is clearly
satisfied since

|/(n)(*)| =-^i:        (x>0;« = 0, 1, 2, •••)•
xn+1

B. Take/(x)=<r*,cY(0=0(0^/<l),a(0 = l (ïèl). In this case condition

(7.3) should not be satisfied since a(t) is not an integral. We have

| fn)(x) | (x - c)"+1     <r*(x - c)n+1

max

n\ »!

e~*(x - c)"+1      e-<"+1>(» + 1)«+1

»! «

This latter quantity becomes infinite with « so that no constant K exists for

condition (7.3) no matter how c may be chosen.

C. Take/(x) = l, a(0 = l (t>0), a(0)=0. Here again a(t) is not an in-

tegral. Condition (7.3) is not satisfied since (x—c) is not bounded.

D. Take/(*)=«-*/*, 0(0=0 («1), 0(0 = 1 (tel), a(t)=0 (t^l), a(t)
= t-l(t^l). Here condition (7.3) is satisfied with c = 0, K = l. For

e~x   ^ (- 1)"

x     p=o

/<»>(x)x»+1      e-'i- 1)"

»      (_   1)"-P/M\

/c'(x)=       ■   Z--— (     )pl,
»_o       x"      \p/

»!
£,i-r  l)>(")p\ix)»->,
„_o \p/
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I /(n)(x) |x"+1 "        x"-p
-¡a e x ¿_, -'

»! p=o (n - p)l

A xp
á e~x £ — = 1-

¿To P\

E. Take/(x) = 1/x2, <p(t) =t. Then

e«
tú — (t^ 0)

ee

for all positive e. For the function le~'' attains its maximum value (ee)~x at

/ = 1/e. By Theorem 13 it should follow that

|/<">(x) | g «!(ee)-1(x - é)-"-1

for all integers « ^ 0, all positive numbers e, and all x > e. Now

| /<•>(*) | = («+l)!x--2,

so that we should have

(« + l)x-"-2 ^ (x - e)-"-1(ee)-1,

or
(» + l)tx~l(l - ex-1)-"-1 Ú (T1.

But the function on the left attains its maximum value («+l)n+2(«+2)-n-2

at x = e(« + 2). As « becomes infinite this maximum value increases and ap-

proaches e~l as its limit. The above inequality is thus established. This ex-

ample serves to illustrate the fact that \<j>(t) | may be equal to Kect at certain

points of (0, oo) and yet \f(n)(x) | may never be equal to Knl(x—c)~n~x no

matter how large n is taken.

9. Application to Dirichlet series. By use of Theorem 13 we are now able

to obtain a condition that is both necessary and sufficient for the development

of a function f(x) in a convergent Dirichlet series. We restrict ourselves at

first to the case in which the series converges for x>0.

Theorem 14. A necessary and sufficient condition that a real function f(x)

can be represented in a Dirichlet series convergent for x>0 is that a set of real

constants ax, a2, a3, ■ ■ ■ , X1; X2, X3, • • • ,

0 á X! < X2 < X3 < • • • ,  lim Xi = oo ,

exist of such a nature that to every positive e and every integer k there corresponds

a number M independent of n and of x such that*

* In (9.1) it is to be understood that k shall also take on the value zero, the quantity in the brace

then reducing tof'x).
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i ¿n r í        .a       i        ii     \m
(9.1) -\{ fix) - ¿Zame-^x } *-V»*"     ^-

I¿X"LI m-l ) JI        (X —

\Mn\

(x - é)b+1

(x>í;« = 0, 1, 2, • ••)•

We prove first the necessity of the condition. Let/(x) be the sum of the

Dirichlet series

(9.11) /(*) =  ¿a»«-»-,
n-l

convergent for x>0. Then

f(x) =   f e~xida(t)
Jo

where

«(0 = \     ,\ax + a2 + ■ ■ ■ + ak

(0 = / < Xi),

(X* = t < X*+i;  h - 1,2,3, • ••)•

Since the series and integral converge for x = e>0, there exists*a constant M

such that

(9.2) |a(0| ^ Me''

Integrating by parts we obtain

(OgK oo).

f(x) = x  j   -e-xta(t)dt,
Jo

the integrated term disappearing by virtue of (9.2). Now since a(t) is con-

stantly zero in the interval 0^i<Xi, an obvious change of variable gives us

f(x) = xer*** j    erx'a(t + \x)dt,
Jo

where

| a(t + Xi) | Û Afe'V = M'e".

Now applying Theorem 13 we have

dx
{/(x)x-V'1}

Mnl

(x - «)•"
(x > e;« = 0, 1, 2  • •    ).

* D. V. Widder, loe. cit., p. 703, Lemma 2.
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This is the first of the conditions (9.1) corresponding to the case k = 0. Since

k

f(x) -  ^,ame~^x
m—l

is itself a Dirichlet series, the first term of which is aj,+it5-x*+i*, we have only

to apply the result just obtained to the new series to obtain (9.1). The proof

of the necessity is thus complete.

We turn now to the proof of the sufficiency of the condition. By Theorem

13, we see that condition (9.1) taken for £=0 implies the existence of a

function a(t) such that

(9.3) f(x) = xe~^x \   e-xta(t)dt,
Jo

where

|a(0| á Me" (0 á t < oo ).

By a linear change of variable, equation (9.3) becomes

/(

/•» y»00

x) = x I    e~xta(t - \x)dt = x j    e-xtß(t)dt,

J\¡ Jo

where

«0 = 1° (os,<x,)'
\a(t - \x) (\x^t< oo),

(9.4) | ß(t) | < Me-'W è Me".

We can now show that ß(t) is a step-function, or differs from such a function

at a set of points of measure zero. Again applying Theorem 13, but now

using (9.1) for an arbitrary k, we see that

f(x) =   ^ame-x"x + xe-Vi* J    e-xtak(t)dt.

m=X Jo

As before this may be transformed into

/(*) =   I>-»e_XmI + *  I      e-x'ak(t - \k+x)dt
m-X J^k+l

k «oo

=   J^ame-^1 + x  I      e-xtßk(t)dt,
m=l J 0

where
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( o
ft(0H <t x i

\aM — Xfc+i)

879

(O^K X*+1),

k(t — Xfc+i) (Xi+i á¿< °o).

Clearly the summation in this expression may be rewritten as follows:

k

whence

K /»oo /»oo

fix) =  T,x \   e~xtamdt + x |   e~xtßk(t)dt,
m-l     J\„ Jo

fix) = x f  er"yk(t)dt,
Jo

y hit) =

o

ax + a2 + ■ ■ ■ + a,

k

ßkit)  +    E«m

(0 = t < \i),

(K,£t< X,+1; v=l,2,--,k),

(X*+l = * < oo).

If we now make use of the uniqueness theorem,* we see that 7(0 must coin-

cide with ß(t) almost everywhere. By allowing k to become infinite, we see

that ß(t) differs from a step-function 7(0 at most at a set of points of measure

zero. Since 7(0 is a step-function it follows that the inequality (9.4) implies

(9.5) I 7(01 = Me" (Ot%t< 00).

Hence, on integrating by parts, we obtain

f(x) =   f   e~xtdy(t) =   Y,ane-^
Jo n=l

The integral and series converge for x>e by virtue of (9.5). But e was an

arbitrary positive quantity. The above argument repeated for any positive e

must always lead to the same Dirichlet series since expansion in such a series

is unique. It follows that the series converges for x>0, and the proof is com-

plete.

We can now see that the restriction of convergence for x>0 was not an

essential one. For, if the series (9.11) converges for x>c, then the series

00

fix + c) = E0«6-*"'^-*"*
n-l

converges for x>0, and we can apply Theorem 14. The inequality (9.1) in the

statement of that theorem must be replaced by the following one:

¿"

¿x"
\ [f(x) - ¿«»tf-*-*](* - cy^k+A
\ m-X )

Mn\

(x — c — e) n+l

* D. V. Widder, loe. cit., p. 705.
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If we restrict ourselves to Dirichlet series with positive coefficients a theo-

rem that is much simpler in statement may be obtained by use of Theorem 9.

Theorem 15. A necessary and sufficient condition that f(x) can be repre-

sented in a Dirichlet series with positive coefficients convergent for x>c is that a

set of constants

ax, a2, a3, ■ ■ ■ , Xi, X2, X3, • • • ,

0 ^ Xi < X2 < X3 < • • • ,  lim X* = 00 ,

exist such that the function

if(x) -   ¿<W_X"*) exwx

is a completely monotonie function in the interval c <x < 00 for k = 0, 1, 2, • • • .

We omit the proof since it follows closely that of Theorem 14, making

application of Theorem 9 instead of Theorem 13.

10. Relation between completely monotonie functions and completely

monotonie sequences. We turn now to the discussion of the following prob-

lem. Given an infinite set of constants a0, ai, a2, • • • . Under what conditions

is it possible to determine a completely monotonie function f(x) such that

/(«) =an for « = 0, 1, 2, ••• ? In order to simplify the statement of the solu-

tion of this problem we introduce a

Definition. A completely monotonie set of constants a0, ax, a2, ■ ■ ■ is mini-

mal if decreasing a0 makes of it a set which is no longer completely monotonie.

That there exist completely monotonie sets which are not minimal may

be seen by noting that increasing the first element of a set which is com-

pletely monotonie leaves it so. By a theorem of Hausdorff* it is known that

any completely monotonie set a0, a1} a2, • ■ ■ can be represented in the form

a„ =   (t"d<t>(t) (« = 0, 1, 2, • ■ • )
Jo

where <p(t) is a non-decreasing function. Moreover, the representation in this

form is unique if "normalized" functions <b(t) only are admitted, that is, func-

tions for which

4>(t + 0) + 4>(t - 0)
<t>(0) = 0,   <K0 =-J—^- (0</<l).

We first establish the following

* F. Hausdorff, loc. cit., p. 226.
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Lemma. The completely monotonie set a0, ax, a2, ■ ■ ■ is minimal if and only

if the function 0(0 of its Hausdorff representation is continuous at t = 0.

We prove first the necessity of the condition, showing that if 0(0+) >0

the set is not minimal. Define a function 0(0 continuous at i = 0 by the

equations

(t = 0),

10(0-0(0+) (0<*gl).

Then

(0
Ht) = \

W(0-

f r¿0(O =   í  ín¿0(O = a„
Jo «Jo

(n = 1, 2. 3, • • • )

Jo
¿0(0 - 0(0 +) = a0 - 0(0 +) (n = 0).

Since \p(t) is itself a non-decreasing function, the set a0—0(0+), ax, a2, ■ ■ ■,

is itself completely monotonie, so that the given set can not have been mini-

mal.

Conversely, if 0(0+) =0, then the set a0, ax, a2, ■ ■ ■ is minimal. If it were

not so, a positive constant k would exist such that a0 — k, ax, a2, ■ ■ ■ would be

a completely monotonie set. That is, a unique normalized non-decreasing

function 0(0 would exist satisfying the equations

(n = 1, 2, 3, • • • ),

But we clearly have

an=    I    tHUt)
Jo

a0 — k = ¿0(0.
Jo

an=    f tnd4it) in = 1,2,3,- ■■ ),
Jo

a0 — k =    I    ¿0(0»
Jo

0(0 = 0(0 - k (0<<gi),

0(0) = 0.

Hence \p(t)=\p(t), for 0(0 is clearly normalized if 0(0 is. But 0(0 is not a

where
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non-decreasing function since \l/(0+)—if/(0) = —k<0. Since \p(t) is non-de-

creasing we have a contradiction, thus completing the proof of the lemma.

By use of this result we are able to prove

Theorem 16. A necessary and sufficient condition that there should exist a

function f(x) completely monotonie in the interval 0 ^ x < oo such that /(«) = an

for « = 0, 1, 2, ■ • • is that the set a0, ax, a2, ■ ■ ■ should be a minimal completely

monotonie set.

We begin with the sufficiency of the condition. Suppose the set a0, ax,

a2, ••• to be of specified type. Then

an=   f t"dd>(t) (n = 0, 1, 2, • • • ),
Jo

where <p(t) is a non-decreasing function vanishing at / = 0 and continuous

there. Since (b(t) is continuous at t = 0 we have

a„ = lim   j    tnd<j>(t) (« = 0, 1, 2, • • • ).
«=o Jt

Make the change of variable t = e_". Then

J»—loge ««o
e-n«da(y) =   I    e-nyda(y),

o Jo

where
a(y) = - <t>(e-»).

The function a(y) is clearly non-decreasing. The function

f(x) =   f e~x'da(t)
Jo

is completely monotonie in the interval 0 <x < oo since the integral converges

for x>0. The function/(x) is continuous* in the interval 0^x< oo since the

integral converges for x = 0. Since/(») =an, the proof of the sufficiency of the

condition is complete.

Consider now the necessity of the condition. Suppose that a function/(x),

completely monotonie in the interval 0 ^ x < oo, exists such that/(«) = a„ for

n = 0,1, 2, • • ■ . We show first that the set of constants a0, ax, a2, • ■ ■ is com-

pletely monotonie. The point is not covered by Theorem 1 since it is not

known that the point x = 0 is an interior point of an interval in which/(x) is

completely monotonie. By Theorem 8 we have

* D. V. Widder, loe. cit., p. 701.
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(10.1) fix) =   f  e-x'dait) (x>0),
Jo

where a(t) is a non-decreasing function and the integral converges for x>0.

We can show that the integral also converges for x = 0. For suppose that it

diverged. Since a(t) is monotonie we should then have a(oo) = oo. In that

case limI_o/(x) = oo. For, if x is a fixed positive quantity, we have

f(x) = x f e-x'a(t)dt
Jo

/•i/* /•«
= x I     e~x'a(t)dt + x j    e~xta(t)dt.

Jo Jy*

Since a(t) ^0 and e~xt>0 we have

'0

whence

e~zla(t)dt ^ 0,

o

f(x) ^ x f e-xtct(t)dt.

But a(t) ^a(l/x) in the interval l/x^i< oo. Hence

/(*) ^ a(l/x)x f e-x'dt - a(l/x)/e.
Jy*

Consequently
lim/(x) = a(oo)/e = oo .
*-o

But since/(x) is assumed continuous at x=0,

lim/(x) =/(0) = a0.
i=0

The assumption that the integral (10.1) diverged for x = 0 was false. The

integral thus defined for x = 0 must be equal to/(0) =a0 since both the in-

tegral and the function/(x) are continuous at x = 0. Hence

an=  f e-»'da(t) (« = 0, 1, 2, • • • ).
Jo

It follows that the set ao, ax, a2, • • • is completely monotonie since

(- l)*A*am =  f  (1 - c-')*e-""¿a(0 è 0(k - 0,1,2, • • •;» - 0,1,2, • • • ).
Jo
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It remains only to show that this set is minimal. We have

/% R /• 1

a„ = lim    I    e~ntda(t) = lim tndß(t),
Ä»00     Jo J2=»     J e—R

where

ß(t) = - t/log -j\ (0<t^í).

The function ß(t) is undefined for / = 0. If ß(0) is defined as — a(°°), we have

j8(0) =|8(0+) and

an=   f tndß(t).
Jo

Since *3(*i) is continuous at / = 0, the set a0, ax, a2, ■ ■ ■ must be minimal, and

the proof is complete.

11. The integral foextda(t). We turn now to the determination of condi-

tions both necessary and sufficient for the representation of a function/(x) in

the form

f(x) =   f  ex>
Jo

da(t)

where a(t) is a non-decreasing function. First consider necessary conditions.

If f(x) has the above representation it is clearly an entire function. Let x0 be

any real value. Then

fin)(xo) =    I    ex>'tnda(t)
Jo

,i
t»dß(t),

' o-

where
Jo-

ß(t) =    (    ex'"da(y) (0 < t ^ 1),
•/o

0(0) = 0.

Since ß(t) is a non-decreasing function, the sequence/(x0),/'(xo),/"(x0), • • •

is completely monotonie. In particular if a(t) is continuous at t = 0, ß(t) is

also continuous there, and the above sequence is minimal. We can now show

that these necessary conditions are sufficient. Let f(x) be a function with

derivatives of all orders at x = x0 and such that the sequence of its successive

derivatives there is completely monotonie. That is,

-   /(n)(*o)(x - xo)"

/(*) = .L-;-
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This function is entire. For

0 = /<">(*„) g f(xo) in = 0, 1, 2, • • - ),

and
A fn)(xo)(x - x0)n                 *    |x-x0|n

/(*) =   E ,-L«f(xo) E J-—- = /(so)*1*-1
i! „_o n\

(—00   <  x <  oo).

Now by Hausdorff's theorem, it is possible to determine a non-decreasing

bounded function ß(t) such that

/<»>(*.) =    f /"¿/3(0,
Jo

whence
A (x — x0)n  z*1

/(*) =   E--1-       tndß(t).
n=0 »! Jo

For any fixed value of x the series

-    (x - x0)*t"
e(.*~xt)t — 2_,-

n-0 »!

is uniformly convergent in the interval O^/^l, since

Z(x      xo)"/n       A     *      xo "
-« X/ - = e1*-1»1.

n=0 »! n=0 »!

Hence it may be integrated term by term with respect to the monotonie

function ß(t). That is,

(*1 rc     (x   —   Xo)n    /* 1

e<*-*.>'¿/3(0 =   E-        /ná/3(0 = /(x),
Jo n-0 »! Jo

/(*) =    f   e*'¿a(0,
Jo

=    I    «-^»¿/3(y) (0 < ¿ ̂  1),
»/o

'o

so that

where

«(0

a(0) = 0.

Again we see that a(t) is non-decreasing, is continuous at t = 0 if ß(t) is con-

tinuous there. We have seen that ß(t) has this property if and only if the

sequence/(x0),/'(x0),    -is minimal. We have thus established
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Theorem 17. A necessary and sufficient condition that a function f(x) can

be represented in the form

f(x) =   f ex'da(t)
Jo

with a(t) a non-decreasing bounded function (continuous at t = 0) is that f(x)

should have derivatives of all orders at a point x=x0 which form a (minimal)

completely monotonie set, f(xo),f (xo),f"(xo), ■ • ■ .

12. Generalized derivatives. Let us now combine the results of Theorems

16 and 17. If a(t) is non-decreasing and continuous at t = 0, the set/(x0),

/'(xo),/"(x0), • • • is a minimal completely monotonie set, so that there exists

a function <p(x) that is completely monotonie in 0 ^x < oo such that

<K«) =/(n,(*o) (« = 0, 1,2, •••).

It is natural to inquire if there is not some sense in which this equation holds

for non-integral values of n. We shall show that if/(n)(x0) is replaced by the

generalized derivative of Riemann (slightly modified* to meet our need) then

the above equation holds for all »>0. We define the generalized derivative

of positive order p of a function f(x) as

/"» r7<m+1)(x - t)
-JDxf(x) = J        \    'dt (0^< 1),

Jo        r(i — v)

where m+v = p and m is the largest integer contained in p. Clearly if p is an

integer m and if/(m)(x) is a function which vanishes for x = — oo, then

-jfxf(x)  -/<">(*).

With this definition at hand we can now prove

Theorem 18. The generalized derivative -xDxpf(x) is a completely monotonie

function of p in the interval p ̂  0 for every x if and only if

f(x) =   f  ex'da(t),
Jo

where a(t) is a bounded non-decreasing function that is continuous at t = 0.

To prove the sufficiency of the condition we show first that the integral

* This generalized derivative, -JDzpf(x), is ordinarily defined for positive values of p through the

medium of its values for negative p. For the functions under consideration, however, it need not exist

for negative p. The definition we give is legitimate since for positive integral values of p the generalized

derivative reduces to the ordinary derivative.
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(12.1) -«Dxf(x) =-■  fl-dt f  e*»-lvym+Hctiy)
r(i — v) Jo      Jo

converges. The integral is improper both on account of the infinite upper

limit of the integral and because the integrand becomes infinite at í = 0 i

v^O. For every x the integral

i       ev(x-t)

Jo
ym+ldaiy)

is a continuous function of t, so that the integrand of (12.1) is Oit-') as /

approaches zero. Since v < 1 we are assured of the convergence of the integral

if the upper limit oo is replaced by any positive finite limit. We must now in-

vestigate the behavior of the integrand as t becomes infinite. We show that

for any fixed x and for m = 0

Jev(x-l)ym+l¿ary-)   _   oit-1).

0

For

(12.2)    j    e"l*-t>ym+1daiy) = a(l)e*-' -   f  <x(y) {(m + l)y»e»<«-«
Jo Jo

+ (x - Oe"(I~"ym+1}d:y-

The first term on the right-hand side of this equation is clearly o(i_1).| The

integral on the right-hand side may be set equal to Ix+I2 where

Ix =    J       aiy){(m + l)y™e»<*-«> + (x - Oev(l-')ym+1}¿y,
Jo

h =    I     otiy){(m + l)y»evC*-«> + (* - Oe"(*-',;ym+1}¿y.
Je112

Applying the second law of the mean to Ix we obtain

Ix = air1'2)  I        {(w + l)ye'llx-i) + (x - Oe"<I-')ym+1}¿y   (0g{< r1'«),

= a(r1/2)i (w + l)r¡m I        e»(*-»¿y + (x - 0»7m |       ye"(l-'>¿y i

(f < 7? < r1'2).

Hence if í>x we have
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1 _ gx,-/'-,'/'

I /,| < a(tr"2)(m + l)(r""2)
l — x

il + ext~íl2-tll2[i + (í-x)r1'2])

+ a(t-«2)(t - *)/-»»{-^-^-í|.

Since a(t~112) approaches zero as t becomes infinite, it is clear that I\ = o(t~l)

if w^O. For I2 we have the following equation and inequalities:

It = o({){(» + l)*"1 + (x - 0£m+1}   f    e»(*-0<ft        (r1'2 < Í < 1),
Jr"2

| It | á a(l) {(»»+ 1) + (<-*)}   f    e*<*-<><i/,
Jr1'2

| 7i| =S a(l){(w + 1) + (t - x)}{ex-< - e^"1/2-'1/!} (t - x)~\

from which we see that I2 is also o(l/t). The integrand of (12.1) when multi-

plied by t1+" approaches zero as t becomes infinite. By the usual limit test for

convergence we infer therefore that the integral converges if v > 0. If v = 0 the

integral may be integrated in finite form, and we are assured of convergence

since
lim /<m>(x -0 = 0' (m = 0, 1, 2, • • • )
<=oo

by virtue of Theorem 10.

We show next that it is permissible to interchange the order of integration

in (12.1). We rewrite that integral as

(12.3) _oX/(x)=—-   f   t~>a(l)ex-'dt
r(i — v) Jo

1 ("° rl
-\-I    t—+1dt  I   a(y)e"<-z-')ym+1dy

r(i — v) Jo Jo

-I    r'dt  I   a(y)ev(-x-')ym+ldy
r(l — v) Jo Jo

1 rx rl
-I    t-'dt  I    e"ix-tyyM(m + \)a(y)dy
— v) Jo Jor(i -

and apply a familiar theorem* to each of the iterated integrals.

We must show

(a) that the two repeated integrals in opposite orders over the domain

(0, 0; 1,2?) exist and have equal values for every positive 2?,

* E. W. Hobson, loc. cit., vol. 2, p. 398.
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(b) that the iterated integrals of (12.3) converge,

(c) that the integrands are non-negative.

The last of these conditions is obvious. Since each term on the right-hand

side of (12.2) has been shown to be o(i_1), (b) follows at once. To prove (a)

we have only to note again that the integrands are non-negative and apply a

known theorem.* Consequently

-J>xf(x) = a(l)ex - x I a(y)e"'ym+1y"-1dy + (1 - v)  I    a(y)exyym+ly"-2dy
Jo Jo

-    I   a(y)eyx(m + l)ymy"-1dy,
Jo

f t-'er'vdt = y"-T(l - v) (v < 1).
Jo

|    ezvym+"da(y) = a(l)ex - x  I    a(y)ex«ym+*dy

Jo Jo

— (m + v)  I    a(y)exyym+"-1dy.
Jo

Consequently,

-xDPxf(x) =   J    exvym+vda(y) =   I    ex»yda(y) (p^O).
Jo Jo

To show that this is a completely monotonie function of p set y = e_u. Since

ot(0+) —0, we have

/*! y* 1 /» — log e

I   exvy'da(y) = lim    I   exyy"da(y) = lim    I        exe~ue-'"'d[— a(e~")]

Jo «-0    Je ' = 0    Jo

=   |    e-"udß(u),

Jo
where

ß(u) =   f  ex°-'d[- aie'1)] (« > 0),
Jo

10(0) = o.

Since the function — aie-") is a non-decreasing function of u, it follows that

ß(u) is also non-decreasing, and an appeal to Theorem 8 gives the desired

result.

It only remains to prove the necessity of the condition. Assume then that

* E. W. Hobson, loc. cit., vol. 2, the first theorem on p. 340.
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_xDx''f(x) is a completely monotonie function of p in the interval 0 ^ p < oo for

each x. Then by Theorem 16 the sequence/(xo),/'(x0),/"(x0), • • • is a com-

pletely monotonie minimal set. Consequently, by Theorem 17,

f(x) -   f  ex'da(t),
Jo

where a(t) is a non-decreasing bounded function continuous at 2 = 0. This

completes the proof of Theorem 18.

13. The complex case. We have been dealing thus far with real functions

of the real variable. Although certain of our theorems, such as Theorem 8,

aré in their very nature real function theorems, others are easily extended to

include complex functions. Since it is usually desirable to consider Dirichlet

series in the complex plane, it is important to make such an extension in the

case of Theorem 14. We begin by making a similar extension of Theorem 13.

We prove

Theorem 19. ^4 necessary and sufficient condition that the function f(x+iy)

can be expressed in the form

f(x + iy) =   f  e-,(-x+iy)d>(t)dt,
Jo

where 0(0 is a complex function of the real variable t which is 0(ect) as t becomes

infinite, is that a real constant K should exist such that

.            Kn\
l/(n)(*)l £--—   (x>c;« = 0, 1,2,--).

(x — c)n+1

The necessity of the condition is obvious from the inequalities

I fn)(x) | g        e~'Hn | 0(0 \dfgK j   er*Hneetdt,
Jo Jo

.           Kn\
\fn)(x)\ =-U      Wl        (X-CY+1

To prove the converse, set/(x) = u(x) +iv(x). Then

([«<»>(x)]2+ [^(x)]2)1'2 =
(x - c)n+1

whence
. Kn\

M(n)(«)     = -'

1 '       (X - c)»+1

. X»!

1 '      (x - c)"+1
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Hence, by Theorem 13, functions ß(t) and -y(0 exist such that

«(*) =   f e~xtß(t)dt, | ß(t) | á K*' (iàO),
Jo

v(x) =   f e-x'y(t)dt, | 7(0 I á iC«" (UO).
Jo

Consequently,

/(*) =   f «-««C8(0 + iy(t))dt,
Jo

f(x + iy) =   |   e-^+M'Hijdt,
Jo

where

*(f)-<8(0 + *YO)-O(e").

The theorem is thus established.

Theorem 20. A necessary and sufficient condition that the complex function

f(x+iy) can be represented by a Dirichlet series convergent in the half-plane

x>0 is that a set of complex constants a:, a2, a3, • • • and a set of real constants

Xi, X2, X3, • • • ,

O á Xi < X2 < • ■ • ,  lim X* = oo,
*=00

exist of such a nature that to every positive number e and to every integer k there

corresponds a number M independent of « and of x such that

I dn (r k -\ )| Mn\
(13.1) -{   f(x) -   Y,ame-^x ar-i«*Hi»>   g —-•

\dxn(L m-l J ) I      (x - t)n+1

(x>e;» = 0,l,2,-.).

To prove this set/(x) =u(x)+iv(x) and an=<Xn -Wcy„". Assume first that

f(x+iy) may be expanded in a Dirichlet series

CO

f(x + iy) =  J^ame-^<-x+i"\
m=l

Then
oo

u(x) =   ^«„'e-^1,

m=l

CO

m=l

and both series converge for x>0. Then by Theorem 14 we have
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(13.2) -\ \u(x) -   ¿am'e-Xm5:   x-^+i'i-
l¿xB(L m-l J )

(13.3) -{   v(x) -   ¿ am"e-1»"  x-Wi* i

ilf'»!

<

(x - e)"+1

M"»!

(X  -  €)"+1

Combining these two inequalities and setting M = M'+M" we have (13.1).

Conversely if (13.1) holds, then the inequalities (13.2) and (13.3) hold if

M'=M"=M. It follows by Theorem 14 that u(x) and v(x) are expressible in

real Dirichlet series convergent for x>0,

OO

u(x) =   E«-»'ÉrXraI>

m=l

00

v(x) =   Ea">" e~XmX-

That is, the series

f(x + iy) =   ^ame-}""<-x+irt

converges in the half-plane x>0. This completes the proof of the theorem.

The statement of the theorem could easily be altered so as to deal with an

arbitrary half-plane of convergence.

Bryn Mawr College,

Bryn Mawr, Pa.


